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Introduction

Imbibe Media, Inc. and its a�liated website Negroni Week (“Imbibe,” “Company,” “us,” “our,”

or “we”) respect your privacy and is committed to protecting it through our compliance with

this policy.

This Privacy Policy (“Privacy Policy”) describes how we collect, process, and share your

Personal Data (defined below) through our family of websites, including

imbibemagazine.com, negroniweek.com, and any other website that links to this Privacy

Policy and when you otherwise interact with us (collectively, the “Website” or “Websites”).

We also describe your rights and choices with respect to your Personal Data and other

important information.

Please read this policy carefully to understand our policies and practices regarding your

Personal Data and how we will treat it. If you do not agree with our policies and practices,

your option is not to use our Website. By accessing or using this Website, you acknowledge

this Privacy Policy. This Privacy Policy may change from time to time (see Changes to our

Privacy Policy). Your continued use of this Website after we make changes constitutes your

acknowledgement of those changes, so please check this Privacy Policy periodically for

updates.

Who We Are 

Negroni Week by Imbibe Media, Inc. is a celebration of one of the world’s great cocktails

and an e�ort to raise money for charitable causes around the world. Our primary o�ce is

located at 1001 SE Water Ave., Ste 285, Portland, OR 97214.

How to Contact Us 

If you have any comments or questions about this Privacy Policy or privacy practices,

please contact our team at:

https://www.negroniweek.com/


Imbibe Magazine 

Attn: [Web Team] 

1001 SE Water Ave., Ste 285 

Portland, OR 97214.

You may also email negroniweek @ imbibemagazine.com

Scope of This Policy 

This Privacy Policy applies to Personal Data we collect and process:

On or though this Website;

In e-mail, text, and other electronic messages between you and this Website; and

When you interact with third-party services operated on our behalf on the Website,

such as commenting platforms or contact us forms.

This Privacy Policy does not apply to information collected and processed by third parties,

including through any application or content that may link to or be accessible from or on

the Website, including services operated on or behalf of our Donation Partners. Any such

processing not done at our direction is outside the scope of this Privacy Policy.

Website Visitors Under the Age of 21 

Our Website is not intended for people under 21 years of age. No one under age 21 may use

or provide any Personal Data to or on the Website. We do not knowingly collect Personal

Data from anyone under 21. If you are under 21, do not provide any information on this

Website or on or through any of its features, register on the Website, make any purchases

through the Website, make any donation through the Website, use any of the interactive or

public comment features of this Website, or provide any information about yourself to us,

including your name, address, telephone number, e-mail address, or any screen name or

user name you may use. If we learn we have collected or received Personal Data from a

person under 21, we will delete that information. If you believe we might have any

information from or about a person under 21, please contact us at

info@imbibemagazine.com.

Categories and Sources of Personal Data 

The following describes the categories of data relating to identified or identifiable

individuals and households (“Personal Data”) that we collect and how we collect it.

CATEGORIES OF PERSONAL DATA 

We may collect several categories of Personal Data from and about users of our Website,

including:
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Contact Data: Identity Data that relates to information about how we can communicate

with you, such as email, phone numbers, physical addresses, social media handles, and

information you provide to us when you contact us by email or when you communicate with

us via social media, including records and copies of your correspondence (including e-mail

addresses), if you contact us.

Device/Network Data: Browsing history, search history, and information regarding your

interaction with a web site, application, or advertisement (e.g. IP Address, MAC Address,

SSIDs or other device identifiers or persistent identifiers), online user ID, device

characteristics (such as browser/OS version), web server logs, application logs, browsing

data, first party cookies, third party cookies, web beacons, clear gifs, embedded pixels,

and pixel tags.

Payment Data: Information such as bank account details, payment card information, and

other similar data defined in Cal Civ Code § 1798.80(e) that we collect in connection with

payment processing.

Identity Data: Information such as your name; address; email address; telephone number;

account login details, including your user name and password; information you provide in

connection with your application to register your venue; your identity, , and similar

information.

Inference Data: Personal Data we infer about infer or create about you, e.g. preferences,

characteristics, interests, marketing segments, likes, favorites and other data or analytics.

Transaction Data: Data about transactions you carry out through our Website, including

purchases made through our Website and the fulfillment of your donations.

User Content: Unstructured/free-form data that may include any category of Personal

Data, e.g. Personal Data you provide when you complete forms on our Website or submit

content. May also include your responses to surveys that we might ask you to complete for

research purposes, or information you provide to enter a contest or promotion sponsored

by us and when you report a problem with our Website.

SOURCES OF PERSONAL DATA 

We collect Personal Data from various sources, including:

Data you provide us: We receive Personal Data you provide to us, such as when you create

a customer account, make a donation, purchase our products, enter a search query on the

Website, contact us, or when you join our mailing list.



Data we collect automatically: We collect Personal Data about or generated by any

device you have used to access our Website. May include usage details, IP addresses, and

information collected through cookies, web beacons, and other tracking technologies. May

also include details of your visits to our Website, including tra�c data, logs, and other

communication data, and the resources that you access and use on the Website, as well

as information about your online activities over time and across third-party websites or

other online services (behavioral tracking).

Partners: We may receive information from our Donation Partners, consistent with the

Donation Partner’s privacy policy.

Data we create and infer: We, certain partners, social media companies, and third parties

operating on our behalf create and infer Personal Data such as Inference Data or

Aggregate Data based on our observations or analysis of other Personal Data processed

under this Policy, and we may correlate this data with other data we process about you.

We may combine any Personal Data about you that we receive from you and from third

parties.

How We Process Personal Data 

We process Personal Data in the contexts and for the purposes set forth below:

WHEN YOU CREATE A NEGRONI WEEK ACCOUNT OR REGISTER AS A PARTICIPATING VENUE 

When you register for an account with us, or enroll as a venue participating in Negroni

Week events, we generally process Identity Data, Device/Network Data and Contact Data.

A full name and email address is required to register a customer or venue account. We

process this Personal Data to open and maintain your account, provide you with

information relevant to your account, and otherwise provide the features and services you

request. We may use your Personal Data to respond to any emails or other communications

you send to us, to advise you of any changes to our Website or any products or services we

o�er or provide though it, or to advise you of any problems with this Website. In addition,

subject to applicable law, we may also enroll you in marketing communications, e.g. with

information regarding services and events that we believe you may be interested in (see

more below). You may opt-out of receiving marketing communications from this website by

contacting us directly at enews@imbibemagazine.com, or by following the “unsubscribe”

process at the bottom of the promotional email.

We may also use this Identity Data, Contact Data, and Device/Network Data collected in

this context for our Business Purposes. Please note, we may share venue name and non-

Personal Data with our Sponsors and post participating Venue information publicly on our

Website.
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WHEN YOU MAKE A DONATION OR PURCHASE 

We generally process Identity Data, Payment Data, Transaction Data and Contact Data

when you engage in a purchase transaction through our Website. We may third-party

payment service providers, such as Stripe (“Payment Processor”), who will collect and

process payments on our behalf. The processing of payments will be subject to the terms,

conditions, and privacy policies of the Payment Processor and your payment card issuer in

addition to this privacy policy and our Terms of Use. We do not store any payment card

information processed through the Website. If you use a third party payment processor

where you have an account, your Personal Data will be processed by the third party as set

forth in the third party’s privacy policy. Please note, donation transactions will be made

directly to our event partners, and Payment Data is not processed on our behalf or through

our Service in the context of donation transactions; however we may collect related

Identity Data, Contact Data, and Transaction Data, to the extent made available by the

partner or their payment partner, or as part of any registrations, or non-payment forms you

submit in relation to such donation.

We process any Personal Data we receive following these transactions as necessary to

perform or initiate a contract with you, process your order and payment, and carry out

fulfillment and delivery of the transaction. In addition, we or our service providers may

collect Device Data and create Inference Data. Payment Data, together with other data

we process in this context, is used as necessary in connection with our Business Purposes,

as described below. In addition, we may share Personal Data collected through a donation

transaction with the third party to which you have donated for the purposes of processing

the donation, providing documentation of transactions, or as otherwise appropriate to

complete your requests.

WHEN YOU ACCESS OR USE OUR WEBSITE 

When you use our Website, we automatically collect and process Device/Network Data,

Identity Data and Inference Data (including through the use of cookies and similar

technologies). We use this data as necessary to initiate or fulfill your requests for certain

features or functions through our Website, such as keeping you logged in, delivering pages,

etc. We may also use this data as necessary in connection with our Business Purposes, such

as allowing you to participate in interactive features on our Website; carrying out our

obligations and enforcing our rights arising from any contracts entered into between you

and us; ensuring the security of our websites and other technology systems; and analyzing

the use of our Website, to help us make improvements.

The Website may, with your consent, process Location Data. We use this data, together

with Inference Data, and Device/Network Data in order to provide contextual information

to you, such as estimated shipping costs, prices in your local currency, or to show you

content related to your location (such as partner events or venues). We may also use this
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information in connection with our legitimate business interests, such as, creating

aggregate information about users’ location and patterns, which we use to help improve

our Website, and for our other Business Purposes.

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS 

We may process Identity Data, Device Data and Contact Data in connection with email or

SMS marketing or promotional communications, which you might receive (subject to

limitations of applicable law) if you register for an account, choose to receive marketing

communications, or engage in a transaction allowing us to send you those marketing

communications. Subject to your rights and choices, we use Identity Data and Contact

Data as necessary to customize, deliver, and otherwise process marketing communications,

in order to tailor certain communications to individuals’ preferences and requests, and for

other appropriate Business Purposes.

We may also automatically collect Device Data and related Identity Data from devices

receiving those marketing communications if you open or interact with those marketing

communications, and we may create Inference Data derived from that data. We may

process such Personal Data as part of our business interests in understanding whether our

emails are opened or other aspects of engagement with such marketing communications.

WHEN YOU CONTACT US 

We collect and process Identity Data, Contact Data, or User Content you provide as

necessary to address your request, fulfill the purpose for which that information was

provided, or for other related purposes. Where permitted by law, and relevant to your

request, we may enroll you in marketing communications (described below). We may also

use this Identity Data, Contact Data, and Device/Network Data collected in this context

for our Business Purposes.

COOKIES AND OTHER TRACKING TECHNOLOGIES 

We use cookies, web pixels, and similar technologies on our Website. These technologies

can be used to collect or create Identity Data, Device/Network Data, Contact Data, or

Inference Data. Third parties may be allowed to view, edit, or set their own cookies, web

pixels or place web beacons on our websites. Cookies and web beacons allow us and third

parties to distinguish you from other users of our websites, and some of these technologies

can be used by us and/or our third party partners to identify you across platforms, devices,

sites, and services. Third parties may engage in targeted advertising using this data. We

and authorized third parties may use cookies and similar technologies for the following

purposes:

Strictly Necessary: for “essential” purposes, such as to enable certain features of our

Website that cannot be turned o� in our systems, and which are required for our



Website to function (for example, a strictly necessary cookie may allow a customer to

log in or complete a form on our Website).

Functional: for enhanced functionality and personalization of our Website. Some of

these may be set by us, and others may be set by third party service providers if we

have added their services to our Website. Without these cookies, some features of our

Website may not function properly.

Analytics: for “analytics” purposes, such as to analyze the tra�c to and usage of our

Website for example, how many people have looked at a page, how visitors move

around the Website, what website they visited prior to visiting ours, and use this

information to understand user behaviors and improve the design and functionality of

the Website); estimate our audience size and usage patterns; store information about

your preferences, allowing us to customize our Website according to your individual

interests; speed up your searches, or recognize your device when you return to our

Website.

We currently use the following cookies:

Performance Cookies

_ga

This cookie is associated with Google Universal Analytics

expires 2 years

_gid

This cookie is set by Google Analytics. It stores and update a unique value for each

page visited and is used to count and track pageviews.

expires 1 day

_gat_UA-49303068-1

This is a pattern type cookie set by Google Analytics

expires 1 minute

_dd_s

This cookie is associated with Datadog APM

expires 15 minutes

Functional Cookies

__stripe_mid

This cookie is associated with Stripe

expires 1 year

__stripe_sid



This cookie is associated with Stripe

expires 30 minutes

agegate

This cookie tracks age gate selection

expires 1 day

isCookieBannerDismissed

This cookie tracks cookie banner selection

expires 6 months

If you wish, you can manage/deny cookies (and certain technologies) using your browser’s

settings menu. Some devices allow you to control this through your device settings. If you

choose not to receive cookies at this time, websites may not function properly and certain

services may not be provided.

Please, note that certain third parties may be able to identify you across sites and services

using these cookies and similar tracking technologies. The use of third party technologies

by third parties may be subject to their own privacy policies.

PUBLIC POSTS 

You also may provide information to be published or displayed (“posted”) on public areas of

the Websites, or transmitted to other users of the Website or third parties (collectively,

“Public Posts”). Your Public Posts are posted on our Websites and transmitted to others at

your own risk. Please be aware that no security measures are perfect or impenetrable. We

cannot control the actions of other users of the Website with whom you may choose to

share your Public Posts. Therefore, we cannot and do not guarantee that your Public Posts

will not be viewed by unauthorized persons. For this reason, we recommend that you do not

include any sensitive or personally identifiable information about yourself or others in your

Public Posts for these areas of the Websites. Please see our Website Terms of Use for more

information concerning Public Posts.

HOW WE PROCESS PERSONAL DATA FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES 

We and our service providers process Personal Data we hold for numerous business

purposes, depending on the context of collection, your rights and choices, and our

legitimate business interests. For example, we generally process Personal Data in

connection with the following “Business Purposes”:

Service Provision and Contractual Obligations 

We process any Personal Data as is necessary to provide our Websites, to provide you with

the products you purchase, to authenticate users, and as otherwise necessary to fulfill our



contractual obligations to you. Failure to provide such information may result in our inability

to complete the transaction or provide the service you request.

Internal Processing and Service Improvement 

We may use Personal Data for our legitimate interests in/business purposes related to

improving our Websites, understanding how our Websites are used, for customer service

purposes, in connection with logs and metadata relating to service use, and for debugging,

and similar purposes. Additionally, we may use Personal Data as necessary to as necessary

to understand the performance of our Services, what products our customers view or

purchase, for internal purposes such as auditing or data analysis, Website usage and

performance improvement, or for troubleshooting.

Security and Incident Detection 

We may process Personal Data legitimate interests in/business purposes related to

improving the security of our Websites, identifying and preventing crime or fraud, and

detecting potential personal data breaches or incidents. We may analyze network tra�c,

device patterns and characteristics, maintain and analyze logs and process similar

Personal Data in connection with our information security and anti-fraud activities.

Aggregated/Anonymized Data 

We process Personal Data about our customers and users for our legitimate interests

in/business purposes related to identifying trends and use of our Service, e.g. to create

aggregated or anonymized data about buying and spending habits, the use of our

Websites, and other similar information (“Aggregated Data”). For example, we may process

Aggregate Data to determine audience responses to various content or media, and other

aspects of our Websites. We may also retain and use this information in connection with the

development of products or Websites. We may pass Aggregated Data to certain third

parties to give them a better understanding of our business and to improve our Websites.

Aggregated Data will not contain information from which you may be personally identified.

Personalization 

We process certain Personal Data as appropriate in connection with our legitimate

interests in/business purposes related to the personalization of our Services. For example,

aspects of the Services may be customized to you so that it displays your name or reflects

your preferences, to display content or features that you have interacted with in the past,

or to display material that we think may be of interest to you based on your interactions

with our Services. This processing may involve the creation and use of Inference Data

relating to your preferences.

Transactional Communications 

We process certain Personal Data as appropriate in connection with our legitimate



interests in/business purposes related to communicating with users about our service. For

example, we may reach out to you about your transactions or account, provide other

relevant notifications or information, or request information or feedback. Similarly, we may

use your Personal Data to send important notices, such as communications about

purchases and changes to our terms, conditions, and policies, or other information that

relating to the products you have purchased or your use of our Service.

Corporate Activity 

We process certain Personal Data as appropriate in connection with our legitimate

interests in/business purposes related to corporate operations/activity. For example, we

may process Personal Data as necessary to carry out actual or prospective corporate

transactions, e.g. as part of corporate restructuring, mergers, acquisitions, and other similar

administrative purposes, including related due diligence.

Compliance Safety, and Public Interest 

We may also process any Personal Data as necessary to comply with our legal obligations,

such as where you exercise your rights under data protection law and make requests, to

ensure content or advertising is directed to users eligible to participate in advertised

Websites or view such content/advertisements, for the establishment and defense of legal

claims, or where we must comply with our legal obligations, lawful requests from

government or law enforcement o�cials, and as may be required to meet national security

or law enforcement requirements or prevent illegal activity. We may also process data to

protect the vital interests of individuals, or on certain public interest grounds, each to the

extent allowed under applicable law.

How We Share Personal Data 

A�liates: We may share Personal Data internally with our current and future subsidiaries

and a�liates.

Service Providers & Agents: In connection with our general business operations,

product/service improvements, to enable certain features, and in connection with our other

legitimate business interests and business purposes, we may share your Personal Data with

service providers, contractors, and other third-parties who provide certain services or

process data on our behalf. For example, we use third parties to host our Website and

email server, provide cloud storage, send certain emails, process credit card payments,

deliver packages. These companies only have access to personal information needed to

perform their functions, but may not use it for other purposes. If you make a donation, we

also share with our associated charities to fulfill the donation and so that they can deliver

your donation receipts to you.



Partners: We may o�er you the opportunity to use services operated by third parties (such

as our event partners or sponsors.), and if you choose to use these services, we will disclose

the Personal Data that you direct us to provide to them or as is appropriate to fulfill your

requests.

Corporate Events: Your Personal Data may be shared with a buyer or other successor in the

event of a merger, divestiture, restructuring, reorganization, dissolution, or other sale or

transfer of some or all of Imbibe’s assets, whether as a going concern or as part of

bankruptcy, liquidation, or similar proceeding, in which Personal Information held by Imbibe

about our Website users is among the assets transferred.

Legal Disclosures: In limited circumstances, we may, without notice or your consent, access

and disclose your Personal Data and any other information that we may have about you to

the extent we believe such disclosure is legally required, to prevent or respond to a crime, to

investigate violations of our Terms and Conditions or a customer agreement, or to protect

the rights, property, or safety of Imbibe, our customers, or others. We may, in our sole

discretion (but without any obligation), object to the disclosure of your Personal Data to

such parties.

Data Security 

We use commercially reasonable measures to secure your personal information against

accidental loss and unauthorized access, use, alteration, and disclosure. Information you

provide to us is stored on secure servers behind firewalls, and payment transactions are

encrypted using SSL technology.

The safety and security of your information also depends on you. Where we have given you

(or where you have chosen) a password for access to certain parts of our Website, you are

responsible for keeping this password confidential. We ask you not to share your password

with anyone. We urge you to be careful about giving out information in public areas of the

Website like message boards. The information you share in public areas may be viewed by

any user of the Website.

Unfortunately, the transmission of information via the internet is not completely secure.

Although we do our best to protect your personal information, we cannot guarantee the

security of your Personal Information transmitted to our Website. Any transmission of

Personal Information is at your own risk. We are not responsible for circumvention of any

privacy settings or security measures contained on the Website.

International Transfers of Personal Data 

If you are located outside the U.S., your Personal Data may be transferred to and/or

processed by us or third parties in the U.S. or another location, which may include locations



outside of the European Economic Area (EEA) in connection with our Websites. Some

countries outside the EEA do not have laws that protect your privacy rights as extensively

as those in the EEA. However, if we do transfer your Personal Data to other territories, we will

put in place appropriate safeguards to ensure that your Personal Data are properly

protected and processed only in accordance with this Privacy Policy. We may transfer

Personal Data from the EEA to the US using the EU standard contractual clauses.

How We Retain Your Personal Data 

We retain Personal Data for so long as it, in our discretion, is necessary to achieve the

processing purposes described in this Privacy Policy, and in any event, for so long as is

required by law or necessary to provide the Services. We will review retention periods

periodically and may sometimes pseudonymize or anonymize data held for longer periods.

We may also retain and use your Personal Data as necessary to comply with our legal

obligations, resolve disputes, and/or for the period required or permitted by laws in

applicable jurisdictions.

Acknowledgement of This Privacy Policy/Changes to Our Privacy Policy 

Imbibe reserves the right to change this Privacy Policy at any time by posting an updated

copy of this Privacy Policy on this Website. Your continued use of the Website constitutes

acknowledgement of such changes. The e�ective date of this Privacy Policy is identified at

the beginning of this Privacy Policy.

Your Right and Choices

Data Right Overview 

Subject to certain limitations under applicable law (e.g. our right to retain data for legal

reasons, or keep confidential our proprietary information) and the submission of a verified

request, you have the following rights in your Personal Data. Please see the sections below

for supplemental information regarding the rights available to residents of California or the

EEA.

Access: You have a right to know whether we process your Personal Data, and if so, what

Personal Data we process. Registered users may be able to access some of the Personal

Data directly using the account settings menu.

Correct: You have the right to correct Personal Data that we process. Registered users may

be able to may be able to make changes to Personal Data using the account settings

menu.

Delete: You have the right to request that we delete your Personal Data from our systems.

We may have the right to retain certain Personal Data where permitted or required by law.



Opt-Out: You have the right to withdraw your consent if you have previously given it. See

below for more information regarding opt-out procedures for specific data processing

contexts.

To submit a request to exercise your rights in data, please contact us at negroniweek @

imbibemagazine.com. We may not accommodate a request to change information if we

believe the change would violate any law or legal requirement or cause the information to

be incorrect. If you decide to exercise your rights, to help protect the security of your

Personal Data, you will be asked to verify your identity. There may be situations where we

cannot grant your request, e.g. if we are legally obligated to keep Personal Data to comply

with applicable law. We may also decline to grant a request where our legitimate use of

the data outweighs individual privacy concerns, e.g. in relation to anti-fraud and security

purposes, or a request for deletion of an account that is being investigated for security

concerns. We may also deny your privacy request if it jeopardizes the privacy of others, is

frivolous or vexatious, and where applicable law allows the denial.

If you delete your Public Posts from the Website, copies of your Public Posts may remain

viewable in cached and archived pages or might have been copied or stored by other

Website users. Proper access and use of information provided on the Website, including

Public Posts, is governed by our Terms of Use.

Choices About How We Use and Disclose Your Peronal Data 

We strive to provide you with choices regarding the Personal Information you provide to us.

We have created mechanisms to provide you with the following control over your

information. Additional rights and disclosures for residents of the California, Nevada, and

other jurisdictions are described further below.

If you do not wish to have your contact information used by the Company to promote our

own or third parties’ products or services, you can opt-out by sending us an e-mail stating

your request to negroniweek@imbibemagazine.com. If we have sent you a promotional e-

mail, you may send us a return e-mail asking to be omitted from future e-mail distributions,

or simply click the “unsubscribe” link in at the end of the email. This opt out does not apply

to information provided to the Company as a result of a product purchase, donation,

warranty registration, product service experience, or other transactions.

Withdrawing Your Consent/Opt-Out 

Where we are processing your Personal Data based on your consent, you may change your

mind and withdraw your consent at any time. The consequence of you withdrawing

consent might be that we cannot perform certain services or make features or content

available to you.
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Cookies and Similar Technologies 

Our Websites do not respond to your browser’s do-not-track request. If you do not want

information collected through the use of cookies, you can manage/deny cookies (and

certain technologies) using your browser’s settings menu. You must opt out of third party

services directly via the third party. For example, to opt-out of Google’s analytic and

marketing services, visit Google Analytics Terms of Use, the Google Privacy Policy, or

Google Analytics Opt-out.

Addtional Right and Disclosures: EU/EEA/Switzerland 

Legal Bases for Processing Your Information (For Users in EEA/UK)

Performance of a contract: The use of your Personal Data may be necessary to perform the

agreement you have with us to provide products and services, e.g. to open and maintain

your user accounts, to ship a product you have purchased, or process your request.

Legitimate interests: We may use your Personal Data as necessary for our legitimate

interests. For example, we rely on our legitimate interest to administer, analyze and improve

our Websites and related content, to operate our business including through the use of

service providers and subcontractors, to send you notifications about our Websites or

products you have purchase, for archiving, recordkeeping, statistical and analytical

purposes, and to use your Personal Data for administrative, fraud detection, audit, training,

security, or legal purposes. See the Business Purposes of Processing section above for more

information regarding processing performed on the basis of our legitimate interests.

Consent: You are free to withdraw any consent you may have provided, at any time,

subject to the Your Rights and Choices section and Legal Bases for Processing Your

Information in this Section. Withdrawal of consent does not a�ect the lawfulness of

processing undertaken prior to withdrawal.

Compliance with legal obligations: We may use your Personal Data to comply with legal

obligations to which we are subject, including to comply with legal process. See the

Business Purposes of Processing section above for more information regarding processing

performed for compliance purposes.

Performance of a task carried out in the public interest: We may use your Personal Data to

perform a task in the public interest or that is in the vital interests of an individual. See the

Business Purposes of Processing section above for more information regarding processing

performed for such purposes.

EEA/UK/Switzerland/Other Privacy Rights 

Under the GDPR and analogous legislation, you may have the following rights, subject to
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your submission of an appropriately verified request, as described above in the Your Rights

section:

Access: You may have a right to know what Personal Data we collect, use, disclose, or

otherwise process, and you may have the right to receive a list of that Personal Data and a

list of the third parties (or categories of third parties) with whom we have received or shared

Personal Data, to the extent required and permitted by law. You may be able to access

some of the Personal Data we hold about you directly through the account settings menu.

Rectification: You may correct any Personal Data that we hold about you to the extent

required and permitted by law. You may be able to make changes to much of the

information you provided to us using the account settings menu.

Delete: To the extent required by applicable law, you may request that we delete your

Personal Data from our systems. We may delete your Personal Data entirely, or we may

anonymize or aggregate your information such that it no longer reasonably identifies you.

Contact us as part of your request to determine how your Personal Data will be erased in

connection with your request.

Data Export: To the extent required by applicable law, we will send you a copy of your

Personal Data in a common portable format of our choice.

Objection: You may have the right under applicable law to object to our processing of your

Personal Data that we undertake without your consent in connection with our legitimate

business interests (including any processing specified as such, or processed under this

Privacy Policy for a Business Purpose). You may do so by contacting us. Note that we may

not be required to cease, or limit processing based solely on that objection, and we may

continue processing cases where our interests in processing are balanced against

individuals’ privacy interests. You may also object to processing for direct marketing

purposes. We will cease this processing upon your objection. See the “Your Rights and

Choices” section for more information.

Regulator Contact:: You may have the right to contact or file a complaint with regulators or

supervisory authorities about our processing of Personal Data. To do so, please contact

your local data protection or consumer protection authority.

Additional Rights and Disclosures: Nevada 

The Nevada Revised Statutes (NRS 603A.300 et seq.) permit a Nevada consumer to direct

an operator of an Internet website or online service to refrain from making any sale of any

covered information the operator has collected or will collect about that consumer. In the

event we have sold your information in you may submit a request pursuant to this directive



by emailing us at negroniweek @ imbibemagazine.com. We will provide further information

about how we verify the authenticity of the request and your identity.

Additional Rights and Disclosures: California 

Under the California Consumer Privacy Act (“CCPA”) and other California laws, California

residents may have the following rights in addition to those set forth in the Rights & Choices

section above, subject to your submission of an appropriately verified request where

required by applicable law (see below for verification requirements):

Right to Know: You may request any of following, for the 12 month period preceding your

request: (1) the categories of Personal Data we have collected about you, or that we have

sold, or disclosed for a commercial purpose; (2) the categories of sources from which your

Personal Data was collected; (3) the business or commercial purpose for which we collected

or sold your Personal Data; (4) the categories of third parties to whom we have sold your

Personal Data, or disclosed it for a business purpose; and (5) the specific pieces of Personal

Data we have collected about you.

Right to Delete: You have the right to delete certain Personal Data that we hold about you,

subject to exceptions under applicable law.

Right to Non-Discrimination: You have the right to not to receive discriminatory treatment

as a result of your exercise of rights conferred by the CCPA.

Direct Marketing: You may request a list of Personal Data we have disclosed about you to

third parties for direct marketing purposes during the preceding calendar year.

Opt-Out of Sale: While we do not engage in data sales (as defined by the CCPA) of

Personal Data, if we do so, you have the right to direct us to stop selling your Personal Data.

Submission and Verification of Requests 

You may submit any of the above requests by submitting a request in an email to info @

imbibemagazine.com, or by writing to Imbibe Magazine, 1001 SE Water Ave., Ste 285,

Portland, OR 97214. The e-mail subject line or mailing envelope and the content of your

request must include the phrase “Your California Porivacy Rights,” and include your name

and e-mail address (if you wish to receive a response via e-mail) or street address, city,

state, and zip code (if you wish to receive a response via postal mail). All rights requests

must be verified to ensure that the individual making the request is authorized to make that

request, to reduce fraud, and to ensure the security of your Personal Data. We may require

that you provide the email address we have on file for you (and verify that you can access

that email account) as well as an address, phone number, or other data we have on file, in

order to verify your identity. If an agent is submitting the request on your behalf, we reserve



the right to validate the agent’s authority to act on your behalf. Please allow 30 days to

receive a response to your inquiry.

Data Processing

Categories of Personal Data Disclosed for Business Purposes 

For purposes of the CCPA, we may disclose to Service Providers for “business purposes” the

following categories of Personal Data: Identity Data, Contact Data, Device/Network Data,

Transaction Data, Inference Data, Payment Data, and User Content.

Categories of Personal Data Disclosed for Commercial Purposes 

For purposes of the CCPA, we do not sell your personal data.

Right to Know

Category

of Data
Context

Category of

Sources
Business Purposes

Commercial

Purposes

Category

of

Recipients

Contact

Data

When you make a purchase or

other transaction through our

Website; When you register for

an account/venue; Cookies

and other tracking

technologies; Marketing

communications from us; When

you contact us or submit

information to us

From you;

Automatic

collection;

Service

providers;

Partners;

Data we

create/infer

Service Provision and

Contractual Obligations;

Internal Processing and Service

Improvement; Security and

Incident Detection;

Compliance; Aggregated data;

Personalization; Other Business

Purposes

N/A

A�liates;

Service

Providers;

Agents;

Successors;

Partners;

Lawful

Recipients

Device/

Network

Data

When you register for an

account/venue; When you

make a donation or purchase

through our Website; Marketing

communications; When you

access our Website; Cookies

and other tracking

technologies

Automatic

collection;

Service

providers;

Data we

create/infer

Service Provision and

Contractual Obligations;

Internal Processing and Service

Improvement; Security and

Incident Detection;

Compliance; Aggregated data;

Transactional Communications;

Corporate Activities;

Personalization; Other Business

Purposes

N/A

A�liates;

Service

Providers;

Agents;

Successors;

Lawful

Recipients

Payment

Data

When you make a donation or

a purchase

From you;

Service

Providers

Service Provision and

Contractual Obligations;

Security and Incident

Detection; Compliance;

Aggregated data;

Transactional Communications;

Corporate Activities; Other

Business Purposes

N/A

A�liates;

Service

Providers;

Agents;

Successors;

Lawful

Recipients



Category

of Data
Context

Category of

Sources
Business Purposes

Commercial

Purposes

Category

of

Recipients

Identity

Data

When you register for an

account/venue; When you

make a donation or purchase

through our Website; When you

access our Website; Cookies

and other tracking

technologies; Marketing

communications from us; When

you contact us or submit

information to us

From you;

Automatic

collection;

Service

providers;

Agents and

partners;

Data we

create/infer

Service Provision and

Contractual Obligations;

Internal Processing and Service

Improvement; Security and

Incident Detection;

Compliance; Aggregated data;

Personalization; Transactional

Communications; Corporate

Activities; Other Business

Purposes

N/A

A�liates;

Service

Providers;

Agents;

Successors;

Partners;

Lawful

Recipients

Inference

Data

When you register for an

account/venue; When you

make a donation or purchase

through our Website; When you

access our website; Cookies

and other tracking

technologies.

From you;

Automatic

collection;

Service

providers;

Data we

create/infer

Service Provision and

Contractual Obligations;

Internal Processing and Service

Improvement; Security and

Incident Detection;

Compliance; Aggregated data;

Personalization; Transactional

Communications; Corporate

Activities; Other Business

Purposes

N/A

A�liates;

Service

Providers;

Agents;

Successors;

Lawful

Recipients

Transaction

Data

When you make a donation or

a purchase

From you;

Service

Providers

Service Provision and

Contractual Obligations;

Internal Processing and Service

Improvement; Security and

Incident Detection;

Compliance; Aggregated data;

Transactional Communications;

Corporate Activities; Other

Business Purposes

N/A

A�liates;

Service

Providers;

Successors;

Partners;

Lawful

Recipients

User

Content

When you make a donation or

a purchase; When you contact

us or submit information to us

From you;

Service

providers

Service Provision and

Contractual Obligations;

Internal Processing and Service

Improvement; Security and

Incident Detection;

Compliance; Aggregated data;

Personalization; Transactional

Communications; Corporate

Activities; Other Business

Purposes

N/A

A�liates;

Service

Providers;

Agents;

Partners;

Successors;

Lawful

Recipients


